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JONATHAN F', BARRETT, OF' NORTH GRANWILLE, NEW. YORK. 
HORSE-PowER. 

Specification of Letters Patent No. 5,848, dated October 30, 1847.. 

Be it known that I, ~JoNATHAN R. BAR 
RETT, of North Gram wille, in the county of 
Washington and State of New York, have 

` invented a new and . Improwed Machine for 
Horse Powers on Machines; and I do hereby 
declare the following to be a full, clear, and 
exact description of the Same, reference be 
ing had to the annexed draWings, making a 
part of this Specification, in Which-- : 
Figure I is a perspective wieW. of the ma 

chine, shoWing construction. F'ig. II is a 
perspectiwe wiew of the under or lower side 
of the pa.wl. Fig. III is a plan Of the paWl, 
showing the parts on , its underSide. |· 
The mature of my invention consists in the 

prowision of ropeS to.act upon a Set of pul 
leys combined as described, with the Sweep: 
and other parts, for Operation, and by Which 
I effect the important objects of Sa.wing a 
material . part of the friction required in 
other horse power machines. ~ 
To enable those skilled to make and use: 

my imwention, I'Will describe its construction 
and Operation aS folloWS. 

I prowide a SWeep, (?), as seen in all the 
figures in the draWings; and this SWeep has 
seweral attachments upon its under or loWer 
side, when it is placed for Work_in the ma 
chine; these attachments Will be · Seen in 
Figs. II and III, and may be knoWn aS (b 
and b^) which act upon the Several partS for: 
engaging and disengaging the cOrds, each' 
alternately performing its part as here 
after more fully set forth, and tWo SWeep 
guides (?,?') each of which are alike and 
perform alike to guide properly the SWeep 
in its revolution by catching upon the seg-. 

also has upon , it, 
each of Which are 

the 

ment cur'we. The SWeep 
the pulleys (d and d/'); 
similar and performalike to take up 
cords at the proper .times, each alternately. 
The SWeep, (a) is a piece, hung by a piWOt, 
at the center, and is of the common construc 

| tion of Sweeps; and this is to be used to hitch ); 
the horse or cattle for giwing motion' to the: 
machine. The SWeep is placed Ower a Suit 
able set of timber work, Which for conwen 
ience may be connected at the center and ra 
diate outWard the required distance; these 
radial timbers may be knoWn as (?0), and 
upon these is planted in Suitable manner, . 
the segment curve, or Semicircular ring; and 
outside of this ring or Segment curwe, are 
placed friction pulleys, so as to receive the 

| reliewed by being thrown" off' at 
| pulleys are known as (é* ¢° ¢° ¢*); the semi 

| gOrds as they are pasSing around in order to 
keep the cords properly tight, until they are 

(?), ' these 
circular Segment is known as (#) and upon 
this the SWeep rests, and the hooks (?,?”) 
catch to Support and keep steady the sweep 
While the same end of it is in contact with 

' the cord, or Working ' end. . The front ? or 
Straight'. Side of this timber Work, (g7), 
by attachments, the parts which in connec 
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* Serwes the additional purpose of connecting ); 
tion with the pulleys (d and d') engage · 
and disengage the-rOpes (?:and ?). A dis 

| engaging lewer (? to %') is set to act upon a : 
fulcrum placed upon (¢7), and has upon one 
of its ends a Weight or counter balance (??) 
and at the opposite end, or (?); is formed 
intO: a?.cam Of a proper shape to disengage 
the ropes from either of the pulleys (d or ; 75 
¢Ý) . On the arriwal at this point; the same ... ? 
the cam (?) Which by its shape, slips ower 
the belt on the end of-the pulley nearest to : : 
its point, So as to take the top of the rope or 

| belt and press it down" until it is thrown off | | | | | 

being operated by the sweep as it agts upon ? ? ? 

80 

the pulley and is_disengaged therefrom; by . . . . 
such throwing off. · · ·The "pressing down of ?, 
(?)' is performed by the SWeep and thecam 
(?)', is again returned to its proper position *85 . 
by the counter; balance. (???); So that it may 
throw of in like manner the belt " at the ré 
turn of the_end of the SWeep with a cord ? 
'upon its pulley, which cord may be either 
(? or Z) as they alternately come here to be 
throWn off or disengaged. 
The engaging apparatus may be as fol-' ' .. 

lows: The lever (At) puts the rope (?) in a · · · 
| proper position to be engaged by the proper · 

?:85 pulley and is draWn back by the cam' (?^) 
during the Winding up of the rope (?) So as:''' ? 
to be ready for the next_operation; ' (Ä) has, 
its fulcrum at (?0); and is at , its opposite', 
end attached to the connecting rod (h), and 
this to the middle of a wibrating lewer (???) 100 ?? 
`which has its fulcrum at its lower end and " .. " " 
at its upper end is connected With and car 
ries the cord to be engaged Or operated. The '' ) { -' ', 
lewer ' (h2) is a wibrator and is actuated by 
the two cams ̀ (b and .b^) . (affixed ''' to , the 
sweep) alternately ; " (b) throwing the lever 
(m?). With the rope (?) forWard in position 
for it to be engaged by the pulley (d') and' , 
(%^) gives it the reverse motion for the pur 
pose of laying the rOpe |¢ Smug Set to the stud 110 ? 
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· shaft (0); 
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&, in the proper time with and out of the I that is the alternate backward and forward 
way of the other rope and parts of the ma 
chine; that is · to say, this takes place-When 
the other end of the SWeep is about ower the " 
pulley (¢*). Thus, it will be understood 
that by the Sweep and its_cams (0 and Ö?) 
the lever (At) is so placed that each cord Will 
be Sure to be caught by the pulleyS (d and ||” 

in regular Succession.". Of the · ropes, '|' loWS :? One, Or any; other number of hOrSes d/) 
which may be of any material which will 
yield to the requisite.extent; that is, of ropes, 
belts, chains, etc., tWO are required, and are 
(? and (7) in the drawings. The first, or 

: (?). is made fast to a permanent staple (?) 
and passes between the guide. Stud (&) and 
the lower groowe of the pulley. (é?) ; : and 
then passes to one of the main drumS (Z) ; 
the second. Or . (7) has one end" attached to 
the wibrating lever (???)and passes between 
the same .stud (&) and the upper grOOwe of 
the pulley 

are material parts of the apparatus, and are 
both placed upon the shaft, as Well as is, the | 
fly-wheel ; each drum running free upon the ' 

and in contrary direction to the . 
| shaft, While the respective rope on each is 
drawn off by its engaging pulley, but travels 
With the shaft when the cord is 'Wound up 
on each respectively, by the action of an en 
gaging paWl; each of the rOpes. in turn ; and 
each of the drums hawing a circular motion" || 5 

| or bandwheel is hung giving to its the con 
| tinuous straight forward circular motion. of a reciprocating character ; that is, a, let 

ting . off, and taking on of rOpe alternately, 
one , and' the other. : Each of , these. main' 
drums has ·a, beweled: . Wheel on .. their inner" | 
énds and ? these wheels are connected by a 

. " third or an independent;" beweled wheel,'?' 
which connects the two and causes each , to' 
be sure and take their respective. and oppo-? 
site directions precisely as the_cord engaged 
by ...the pulley on the Sweep, directs. Both 

' these drums ? (Z and ?) act alternately upon ? 
and ' drive the shaft ' (?) with , the fly-wheel, 
and are so geared to the beveled: wheel (Z^) : 
by means of · pawls.' and ratchets . ; placed' 
within caps on their . Outside " ends_SO as to: 
allow.' the continued', OmWard, motion, in . One' 
direction of ? the fly-wheel and shaft, while: 

– one of the drums is each on the backward or: 
: rewerSed motion to its shaft (0) by running: 
loose upon it, the shaft (?), until the drum 
reverses_motion, when the pawl acts to drive; 

' the shaft. . . Other. equivalents may be .. sub-? 
stituted to drive instead of the pawls, and 
produce a like result. Thus - one.' drum ) is. 

, always driving and one loOSe on the shaft,' 
· · except at the instant of changing motion ; 
and each, alternately becomes a driver , in 
place of the Other, as the COrds run out and 
return giwing Such motions to these drums; 

(¢') onward to the other ' main. 
drum...(?)) : '. The drums or pulleyS (é and ?)); 

motionS. . . . . ~ 
While · T · intend to , use this machine with 

horses for poWer to drive it, also cattle may 
be used or even other powers may be ap-- 
plied in combination to · produce a good 
result. 

· · The operation may be understood as fol 
or other power may be applied or attached 
to , the SWeep … in … any Suitable. Way ; · and, 

.' thereby the SWeep is put in rewolution and 
catches the cords successively upon the pul 
leys (d or · d^), and brings – them. One at a 

| time, to the disengaging cam (?), where they ? 
are Successively thrOWn off and are allowed 
to be draWn back and Wound up Successively 
upon-- their respective drums... About the 
time of disengaging one of these ropeS (? or 
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¢) the other is engaged by the pulley on the '' ? 
other end of the SWeep, and thus by One rope 
the other is draWn back. through the action 

Wound upon its OWn drum. These motions 
are alternately repeated, as , often as the 
length of either cord is run out by one of 
the pulleys on the SWeep, the rope being im 
mediately though indirectly taken up by the 

, other. The main drums in this way receive 

| of the independent beveled wheel, , and · 
85 
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their respective motions, and the drum on . . 
, which the rope is being wound up conveys 
the motion: to the shaft upon which the fly 
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The pawls or spring dogs, before referred to · · 
are used to give the motion to the onward 
drum , and ? freedom to the other in its re 
wersed motion, but as other Well known me 
chanical equivalents may be used to allow 
the same motion of the two drums Ido not 
claim these pawls and ratchets for the pur 
pose_of rewerSing the .motion of the drums, 
but I claim as follows. . 

* What I claim as my invention, and desire 
to secure by Letters Patent, is 

-- The combination and arrangement of the 
SWeep With the Semicircle and other arrange-- 
ments for letting off and taking on the belts, 
as . Well as the combination of these parts 
with the belts and drums, inclusive of their 
Several Operations as herein fully. Set forth 
and described, for the purpose of a horSe, or 
other power, whether the same be effected by 
these precise. means, or by mechanical equiv 
alents producing Substantially the Same re- . 
Sult. · · · · ' 

~ JONATHAN F. BARRETT. 
Witnesses: ~ 

J.L. BKINGSLY, | ) 
R. F. BERWICK. 
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